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ABSTRACT
We present reliable measurements of the metallicity distribution function (MDF) at different points along the tidal
stream of the Sagittarius (Sgr) dwarf spheroidal (dSph) galaxy, based on high-resolution, echelle spectroscopy of
candidate M giant members of the Sgr system. The SgrMDF is found to evolve significantly from amedian ½Fe/H 
0:4 in the core to1.1 dex over a Sgr leading arm length representing2.5Y3.0 Gyr of dynamical (i.e., tidal strip-
ping) age. This is direct evidence that there can be significant chemical differences between current dSph satellites
and the bulk of the stars they have contributed to the halo. Our results suggest that Sgr experienced a significant
change in binding energy over the past several gigayears, which has substantially decreased its tidal boundary across
a radial range over which there must have been a significant metallicity gradient in the progenitor galaxy. By
accounting forMDF variation along the debris arms, we approximate theMDF Sgr would have had several gigayears
ago. We also analyze the MDF of a moving group of M giants we previously discovered toward the north Galactic
cap. These objects have the opposite radial velocities to the infalling Sgr leading arm stars there, and we propose that
most of them represent Sgr trailing arm stars overlapping the Sgr leading arm in this part of the sky. If so, these trail-
ing arm stars further demonstrate the strong MDF evolution within the Sgr stream.
Subject headinggs: galaxies: evolution — galaxies: interactions — Galaxy: halo — Local Group
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1. ABUNDANCES IN DWARF GALAXIES
AND THE HALO
The idea that the stellar halo of theMilkyWay (MW) formed
predominantly through the infall of smaller star systems—
presumably dwarf galaxies—has a long history (Searle & Zinn
1978), strong observational evidence (e.g., Majewski 1993;
Majewski et al. 1996), and currently a strong theoretical backing
byway of hierarchical,CDMmodels (e.g., Bullock& Johnston
2005; Robertson et al. 2005; Abadi et al. 2006; Font et al. 2006).
But a long-standing puzzle in this picture is why, if MW satellite
galaxies are the seeds of halo formation, they have different stel-
lar populations (e.g., Unavane et al. 1996) and chemical abun-
dance patterns (e.g., Fulbright 2002; Shetrone et al. 2003; Tolstoy
et al. 2003; Venn et al. 2004; Geisler et al. 2005) than typical MW
halo stars. One explanation (Majewski et al. 2002; Font et al.
2006) is that prolonged tidal disruption will naturally lead to evo-
lution in the types of stars a particular satellite contributes to a
halo. Indeed, it has become clear that abundance patterns (e.g.,
[ /Fe]) among the most metal-poor stars in dSphs—possibly
the residue of a formerly much larger metal-poor population that
may have been predominantly stripped from the satellites over
their lifetime—do overlap those of halo stars of the same metal-
licity (Shetrone et al. 2003; Geisler et al. 2005; Tolstoy 2005). But
the true connection of these ancient dSph stars with Galactic halo
stars remains speculative, or at least nondefinitive.
The Sagittarius (Sgr) dSph provides a striking example of a
satellite galaxy being disrupted and slowly assimilated into the
MW halo field population. It is the primary contributor of both
carbon stars and M giants to the upper (jZGCj> 10 kpc) halo
( Ibata et al. 2001; Majewski et al. 2003, hereafter Paper I ) and
yields strong overdensity signatures of main-sequence turnoff
(MSTO) and RR Lyrae stars at halo distances (Newberg et al.
2002; Vivas et al. 2005). Yet the current metallicity distribution
function (MDF) of the Sgr core, with median ½Fe/H 0:4
(Fig. 7), is quite unlike that of theGalactic halo (median ½Fe/H ¼
1:6), and thus the Sgr system would seem to present one of the
most dramatic examples of the apparent dSph/halo star abundance
dichotomy. In this paper we explore the possible origins of this
dichotomy bymaking high-resolution, spectroscopic observations
of stars about which it is known not only that they were contrib-
uted to theMilkyWay halo from a specific dSph satellite, but also
when. In the case of the Sgr dSph we show that the origin of the
abundance dichotomy with the Galactic halo arises from pref-
erential tidal stripping ofmetal-poor stars,which leads to divergent
MDFs between lost and retained Sgr stars, as well as a significant
variation in the Sgr MDF along its tidal tails from the core to de-
bris lost from the core several gigayears ago.
2. PREVIOUS ABUNDANCE STUDIES
OF THE SAGITTARIUS SYSTEM
Initial photometric estimates indicated that Sgr is largely dom-
inated by a population of old to intermediate-age stars (Bellazzini
et al. 1999; Layden&Sarajedini 2000) but has anMDF spanning
A
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from ½Fe/H 2:0 to 0.5 (see also Cacciari et al. 2002).
However, a more metal-rich population with ½Fe/H  0:5 was
found with high-resolution spectra (Bonifacio et al. 2000, 2004;
Smecker-Hane & McWilliam 2002; Monaco et al. 2005) as well
as in a recent deep color-magnitude diagram (CMD) from the
Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) ACS centered on M54 (Siegel
et al. 2007). These chemical abundance studies thus present a
Sgr MDF dominated by a metal-rich population with median
½Fe/H 0:4 but with a metal-weak tail extending to ½Fe/H 
2:0 (Smecker-Hane & McWilliam 2002; Zaggia et al. 2004;
Monaco et al. 2005). Monaco et al. (2003) and Cole et al. (2005)
have found Sgr to have a similar MDF to the LMC (which has a
dominant population of median ½Fe/H ¼ 0:4) with a similar
fraction of metal-poor stars, which suggests that Sgr may have
had a progenitor resembling the LMC (Monaco et al. 2005). In
a recent reanalysis of the age-metallicity relationship in Sgr,
Bellazzini et al. (2006a) find that the dSph may have enriched
to near-solar metallicity as early as 6 Gyr ago, although a more
recent analysis by Siegel et al. (2007) suggests a somewhat slower
evolution to this enrichment level.
Thus far, abundance studies of the Sgr tails have been less
detailed. Dohm-Palmer et al. (2001) obtained spectra of some
K giants apparently in the northern leading arm (near its apo-
galacticon) and inferred that the stream there was about a half
dex more metal-poor than the Sgr core; these authors suggested
that the Sgr dSph may originally have had a strong metallicity
gradient. Alard (2001) noted differences in the Sgr giant branch
position in the (J  Ks; Ks)o CMD between the Sgr center and a
field 7:5 down its major axis, implying a 0.2 dex metallicity
variation between these two points (see x 7). Paper I also sug-
gested the possibility of a metallicity variation along the Sgr tidal
arms because giant stars in the arms with different (J  Ks)o col-
ors seemed to yield different photometric parallax distances for
the streamwhen the color-magnitude relation of the Sgr core was
used for all colors; the differences could be explained by varying
mean RGB slopes along the stream (see Fig. 14 and footnote 14
of Paper I). Adding information derived from isochrone-fitting
to MSTO stars, Martı´nez-Delgado et al. (2004) argued that there
is a substantial metallicity gradient along the Sgr stream. Vivas
et al. (2005) obtained a mean ½Fe/H ¼ 1:77 from low/medium-
resolution spectra of 16 RRLyrae stars in the Sgr leading arm; but
since only the oldest, and hence metal-poor, populations in Sgr
would produce RR Lyrae, this age-biased sample cannot be used
to infer information on the full extent of the streamMDF. On the
other hand, Bellazzini et al. (2006b) found significant differences
in the relative numbers of blue horizontal-branch to red clump
stars between the Sgr core and a position about 75 forward along
the Sgr leading arm, an imbalance that suggests a significant met-
allicity variation along the Sgr stream. Thus, while compelling
evidence has been gathering for metallicity variations along the
Sgr stream, no direct measurement of this variation has been
made by sampling with high-resolution spectroscopy the actual
[Fe/H] distributions of constituent stars.
3. OBSERVATIONS
3.1. Sample Selection
We have begun a systematic survey of the chemical abundance
patterns of stars in the Sgr stream. The goal of the present contri-
bution is a first systematic exploration of the MDF along the Sgr
stream; future work will focus on chemical abundance patterns in
Sgr stream stars.
The design of our study, and in particular the rationale for the
specific stars targeted for observation, has been driven by several
practical considerations. First, because information on potential
variations in metallicity along the stream is sought, data from
multiple portions of the Sgr stream representing different dy-
namical ages (i.e., the times when the debris was stripped) are
needed. Second, because the Sgr core itself exhibits a metallicity
spread, insufficient information is gained by only sampling a few
stars at any particular part of the tail; rather, exploration of distri-
butions inmetallicity is needed. This requires reasonable numbers
of stars at each sampled section of the stream. Given a limited
amount of telescope time, it is easier to build large samples with
brighter targets. Nevertheless, even focusing purely on the in-
trinsically brightest stars identified in the stream—the M giants
explored, e.g., in Paper I and Majewski et al. (2004, hereafter
Paper II )—doing so remains a challenging project if spectra at
echelle resolution are needed. The difficulty involved in securing
large samples of stars partly motivated our strategy in this first
study of Sgr debris stars, namely, to explore the Sgr leading arm—
which passes quite near the solar neighborhood (Paper I). In con-
trast, the Sgr trailing arm, in its most clearly discernible parts in the
southern Galactic hemisphere, never gets closer than 15 kpc to
the Sun. By observing the leading arm both just above and just be-
low the Galactic plane, we access two different points along this
tidal stream containing fairly local stars bright enough to allow us
to takemaximal advantage of our particular instrument access (two
echelle spectrographs on 4m class telescope in theNorthernHemi-
sphere and only about one night per year on an echelle spectro-
graph in the Southern Hemisphere).
This strategy for exploring the leading arm, however, has some
drawbacks in that (1) the trailing arm is dynamically much better
understood than the leading arm (Helmi 2004; Law et al. 2005,
hereafter Paper IV), (2) the sorting of stars by dynamical age is
much cleaner in the trailing arm than the leading arm (Paper IV;
see also x 7), (3) major sections of the leading arm are very much
farther away (50 kpc)—out of range of our accessible instru-
mentation (and requiring 10 m telescopes should we ever desire
to fill the gap of our coverage of the leading arm in the sameway),
and (4) by focusing on rather nearby Sgr stars there is some po-
tential for sample contamination byMilkyWay diskM giants.We
revisit the latter possibility in x 5.
To facilitate our discrimination of Sgr stream targets from other
Milky Way stars, we take advantage of the ongoing studies of
M giants in the stream, which are the focus of this series of pa-
pers. Apart from their intrinsic luminosity, M giants confer a par-
ticular advantage in the study of the Sgr stream in that, as Paper I
demonstrated, the Sgr stream has contributed the majority of the
M giants found in the Milky Way halo. Thus, M giants selected
far enough away from the disk already have a high likelihood of
being from Sgr.9 Figure 1 (adapted from Fig. 9 of Paper I ) shows
the distribution of M giants with (J  Ks)o > 1:00 lying within
10 of the nearly polar Sgr orbital plane, as derived in Paper I.
Stellar distances from the Sun (at the center) in this representa-
tion are given by the corresponding dereddenedKs;o magnitudes.
This kind of map has the benefit of creating an approximate rel-
ative spatial distribution free of biases imposed by presuming the
particular metallicities and color-magnitude relations needed to
convert apparent magnitudes to photometric parallax distances.
And it also works best when stars of a limited color range are
used.10 Since most of the M giants in the figure lie in the range
9 In addition, as was shown in Paper I, using combinations of 2MASS colors
it is possible to cleanly separate M giants from any potential nearby, contaminating
M dwarfs—though these should be fairly rare.
10 See similar representations using stars with colors filtered to be at theMSTO
in Newberg et al. (2002), for example.
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1:0 < (J  Ks)o < 1:1, this magnitude-based distribution reveals
the basic structure of the Milky Way and Sgr stream (modulo
metallicity-based variations in the absolute magnitudes of these
stars), albeit with an approximately logarithmic distance scale.
This log scale has the benefit not only of compressing the appar-
ent width of the distant parts of both the Sgr leading and trailing
arm, making them more visible, but of expanding the relatively
small volume of space occupied by stars we have targeted in the
northern Galactic hemisphere, making their relative positionsmore
clear. However, as pointed out in Paper I, the substantial stretching
of the nearby Sgr leading arm in such a rendition makes it appear
more diffuse than it really is. The reader is directed to Figures 10
and 11 in Paper I for a linear distance version of this distribution, in
which the nearby leading arm is less ‘‘fuzzed out,’’ and, for com-
parison, to Figure 9 of that paper for a clean version (without col-
ored dots) of the Figure 1 distribution. The reader is also referred to
Figure 1 of Paper IV for an N -body model representation of the
observed debris that provides a useful guide to the expected po-
sitions of leading (and trailing) arm debris in the Sgr orbital plane.
Figure 1 (and its modeled counterpart in Paper IV) provides
one basis on which stars were selected for study here. But in ad-
dition to specifically targetingM giant stars apparently positioned
in particular portions of the Sgr leading arm, we also preselect
stars that have radial velocities appropriate to these positions
based on Sgr debris models (Fig. 10 of Paper IV) constrained to
fit all available positional and radial velocity data for Sgr (e.g.,
Fig. 2). The velocities used for this project—both those of the
stars we targeted here and those that provide the constraints for
the fitted models—have been collected through an ongoing
medium-resolution spectroscopic survey of 2MASS M giants
(Paper II; S. R. Majewski et al. in preparation; see also the data
presented in Paper IV).11 Figure 2 shows, as a function of the Sgr
orbital plane longitude (), the observed radial velocities, con-
verted to theGalactic standard of rest (GSR), of Mgiants lying near
the Sgr orbital plane. The rather velocity-coherent trend of the
Sgr trailing arm (not explored here) is obvious on the right. The
Fig. 1.—Sgr orbital plane position of M giants lying within 10 of that nearly
polar plane and having (J  Ks)o > 1:0 andE(B V ) < 0:555 (black dots). The
Sun lies at the origin of the distribution and stars are positioned in a polar projec-
tion based on their dereddened 2MASSKs magnitude (radial direction, after sub-
traction of 4mag) and angle from the center of Sgr,, increasing in the direction
of the trailing arm (i.e., clockwise). The term ( þ 14:11) places the intersec-
tion of the Sgr and Galactic planes horizontal across the center of the figure (see
Paper I for a further description of this coordinate system). Stars from the four
subsamples for which we present new data here are represented by the large
colored symbols: Sgr core (magenta), leading arm north (red ), leading arm south
(green), and the ‘‘NGC’’ group of stars having positive GSR radial velocities off
the main leading arm trend (blue). We do not show the positions of other stars in
the Sgr core for which data are taken from the literature, but these stars lie near the
magenta points in the figure. The red dotted line delineates the division of the north
leading arm into the ‘‘best’’ (beyond the dotted line) and ‘‘less certain’’ (inside the
dotted line) subsamples.
Fig. 2.—GSR radial velocities of stars as a function of their  angle from Sgr center from data obtained in our ongoing medium-resolution spectroscopic study. For
clarity, black dots show only (J  Ks)o > 1:0 M giants with projected distances less than 5 kpc from the Sgr orbital midplane and closer than 50 kpc to the Sun. The ap-
proximate positions of the north Galactic pole (NGP) and south Galactic pole (SGP) are indicated (although these actual points on the celestial sphere actually lie ap-
proximately 13 off the Sgr plane being shown), as are the positions of the Galactic plane (dashed lines). The coherent velocity sequence of the Sgr trailing arm, not studied
here, is also indicated. Stars from the four subsamples for which we present new data here are represented by the same colored symbols as in Fig. 1.
11 However, the echelle spectra obtained here allow us to derive improved
velocities, and these new velocities are also presented in Table 1 (see x 3.2).
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RV distribution of leading arm stars is less coherent, especially
where it comes close to the Sun, because of the considerable
angular spread of the stream on the sky at this point (and therefore
of a wider variation in the projection of the stellar space motions
on the line of sight). Additional RV spreading in the leading arm
occurs because of the greater overlap of stars with different orbital
energies at the same orbital phase compared to the trailing arm
(See Fig. 1 of Paper IV.) The trend of Sgr leading arm stars in Fig-
ure 2 is sinusoidal (see also Fig. 10 of Paper IV). From left to right
in Figure 2: (1) leading arm stars are first moving away from the
Sgr core (at  ¼ 0 ¼ 360) and have positive vGSR at high;
(2) after apogalacticon the leading arm bends toward the general
direction of the Sun, and leading arm stars develop negative vGSR
values, which continue to decrease as the leading arm curves to-
ward the solar neighborhood and approaches from the general di-
rection of the north Galactic cap (NGC, centered near  ¼
256); (3) as the leading arm traverses the Galactic plane near
the Sun, the vGSR changes sign again, with the trailing arm stars
now speeding away from the solar neighborhood and arcing un-
der the Galactic center ( < 100
). It is worth noting that after
passing below the Galactic plane, the leading arm crosses the trail-
ing arm; the velocity trends of the two arms also cross in this region
( < 100
), as shown in Figure 10 of Paper IV.Because the lead-
ing arm has yet another apogalacticon at  < 100
, the debris,
and the associated velocities, is expected to become less coherent.
This is shown by the green points to the lower right of Figure 1 in
Paper IV but is not obvious by Figure 10 of that same paper,
which did not show this dynamically older debris. That the overall
spatial and velocity distribution of the leading arm at this point be-
comes more diffuse can also be seen in the models of Ibata et al.
(2001; see their Fig. 3).
3.2. Spectroscopic Observations
Figures 1 and 2, and the associated figures from our models in
Paper IV, guided the selection of four samples of stars for analysis
here, as follows:
1. A large sample of stars (Figs. 1 and 2, red symbols) were
selected to have both positions and velocities consistent with being
in the leading arm north of the Galactic plane and in the general
direction of the NGC (with Sgr longitudes ¼ 220Y290). Of
these, 21 were observed with the R ¼ 35; 000 resolution Mayall
4 m ECHLR spectrograph on the nights of UT 2004May 5Y9. On
UT 2004 March 10Y13, R ¼ 46;000 SARG spectra for nine ad-
ditional M giants in the same part of the stream were obtained
with the TNG telescope in the Canary Islands.
This ‘‘leading arm’’ sample is the largest in our survey, be-
cause of our mostly Northern Hemisphere telescope access. A
large range of Ks;o has been explored, partly becausewhenweather
conditions were nonideal, we resorted to brighter, generally closer
stars. Indeed, some of the stars explored have initially projected
(i.e., Paper I ) distances as low as 1 kpc. Stars this close do lie
among the Galactic thick-disk stars. But when selecting such
stars, we deliberately chose stars that lie along the leading arm
trend in Figure 2, and that, for the most part, have strongly neg-
ative vGSR values (e.g.,<65 km s1), which are unlike the typ-
ical thick-disk star.
Nevertheless, as a means to explore and limit the extent to
which our analysis of this leading arm sample may have been
affected by thick-disk contaminants that just happen to have the
‘‘right’’ velocity, we further divide this group even into a ‘‘best’’
subsample (the fainter, generally farther 17 stars that are very highly
likely to be in the Sgr leading arm) and a ‘‘less certain’’ subsample
of 13 stars, including those marked with red symbols inside the
boundary drawn in Figure 1. The latter subsample includes the
10 leading armYnorth stars with Ks;o < 7:5, as well as three stars
at the highest  that are closer to the Galactic bulge. If there is
contamination of the leading armYnorth group by thick-disk stars,
it will most likely be among the latter sample, which has initially
estimated distances from1 to 5 kpc (based on the color-magnitude
relation for an ½Fe/H 0:4 population assumed in Paper I).12
We further discuss the issue of contamination, and that it is not
expected to affect the overall conclusions of this study, in x 5.
2. Ten M giant stars with positions and velocities of leading
arm stars south of the Galactic plane (Fig. 1, green symbols) were
observed with the R ¼ 19;000 MIKE spectrograph on the 6.5 m
Clay telescope at Las Campanas Observatory on the night of UT
2005 August 15. These stars, with  ¼ 20Y 45, include stars
with projected distances both inside and outside of the trailing
arm and with vGSR well away from the trailing arm trend (Fig. 2).
According to the models of Paper IV, the leading arm stars south
of the Sunwere predominantly stripped fromSgr roughly 2Y3Gyr
ago, whereas those now north of the Sun were stripped roughly
1.5Y2 Gyr ago.
3. Six stars in the very center of the Sgr core (Fig. 1,magenta
symbols) were also observed with MIKE on the same observing
run as the other southern Sgr stars. Unlike the other groups of stars
we looked at in this survey, these Sgr core stars were not vetted in
advance based on radial velocity data, but rather selected on the
basis of the infraredCMD.Based on the high density of Sgr giants
in the core, this was a relatively safe strategy. We subsequently
derived radial velocities for these stars from the MIKE spectra
(values shown in Table 1), which show them all to have radial
velocities consistent with the Sgr core. These velocities were ob-
tained via cross-correlation against four radial velocity standards
using the echelle order we used for the stellar atmospheres anal-
ysis described in x 4.
We combine this small sample of Sgr core stars with the other
echelle resolution metallicities for Sgr core stars available in the
literature in our analysis of the MDF below.
4. Finally, we targeted thirteen additional M giants (Fig. 1,
blue symbols) lying among the stars of the Sgr leading arm in the
NGC that were found to have velocities quite unlike those ex-
pected for the Sgr leading arm at this position. We refer to this
sample as the ‘‘north Galactic cap (NGC) group.’’ Most of these
stars are too far away and have velocities far too large to be con-
tamination from the Galactic disk. On the other hand, while dy-
namically old Sgr stars from the wrapped trailing arm—if they
exist in the M giant sample—are expected to lie in the direction
of the NGC (Fig. 1 of Paper IV) and have more positive radial
velocities, initial estimates of the distances of the NGC group stars
from the Paper I photometric parallax analysis (which, again, as-
sumes an ½Fe/H 0:4 giant branch color-magnitude relation)
puts these stars too close to the Sun to be consistent with wrapped
trailing arm debris. Thus, obtaining echelle resolution spectra of
some of these peculiar stars is of interest in order to test whether
they can be ‘‘chemically fingerprinted’’ as Sgr debris (xx 6 and 7).
To lessen potential metallicity biases, M giant stars in all four
groupswere selectedwith awide range of J  Ks color—typically
1.0Y1.2. Otherwise, the specific selection of targets was dictated
by the desire to sample the four groups of stars outlined above and
by the limitations of assigned observing schedules. Table 1 sum-
marizes the targets, their equatorial and Galactic coordinate posi-
tions, dereddened 2MASSKs and J  Ks photometry fromPaper I,
12 We show below that these distances are, in the mean, underestimated be-
cause most of the stars are more metal-poor than ½Fe/H ¼ 0:4.
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TABLE 1
The Program Stars
Star ID
(J2000.0)
(deg)
(J2000.0)
(deg)
l
(deg)
b
(deg) Ks,o (J  Ks)o

(deg)
vGSR(old/new)
(km s1) Spectrograph
Observation
UT Date S/N
Sgr Core
1849222293217 ....... 82.34253 29.53815 5.98090 12.58070 11.481 1.00 358.63837 135.9 MIKE 2005 Aug 15 34
1853333320146 ....... 283.38861 32.02935 4.00803 14.40648 11.240 1.05 359.97171 164.5 MIKE 2005 Aug 15 51
1854283295740 ....... 283.61789 29.96109 6.04514 13.76432 11.180 1.06 359.80359 162.3 MIKE 2005 Aug 15 43
1855341302055 ....... 283.89218 30.34867 5.77648 14.13644 11.392 1.03 0.10415 152.6 MIKE 2005 Aug 15 74
1855556293316 ....... 283.98166 29.55454 6.55899 13.89102 11.230 1.09 0.04467 173.9 MIKE 2005 Aug 15 45
1902135313030 ....... 285.55618 31.50829 5.24634 15.90276 11.198 1.06 1.70370 158.8 MIKE 2005 Aug 15 55
Sgr North Leading Arm—Best Subsample
0919216+202305........ 139.83992 20.38467 208.89221 41.35083 8.663 1.09 212.41455 133.5/125.4 ECHLR 2004 May 7 74
0925364+213807........ 141.40163 21.63516 207.89902 43.12523 9.592 1.17 213.68213 239.4/215.4 ECHLR 2004 May 7 54
1034395+245206........ 158.66466 24.86820 209.33199 59.27583 9.140 1.11 228.44516 116.0/102.3 ECHLR 2004 May 9 62
1100516+130216 ........ 165.21519 13.03777 236.02568 60.56746 8.856 1.04 238.10635 194.1/186.5 ECHLR 2004 May 6 77
1101112+191311 ........ 165.29662 19.21981 224.41052 63.52243 9.146 1.07 236.06346 223.8/219.2 ECHLR 2004 May 6 73
1114573215126........ 168.73872 21.85714 275.07312 35.74147 7.864 1.22 257.30670 193.0/198.0 ECHLR 2004 May 6 72
1116118333057........ 169.04900 33.51587 281.07785 25.28218 7.697 1.15 266.35822 157.7/140.6 ECHLR 2004 May 9 46
1140226192500........ 175.09427 19.41671 280.73941 40.37285 8.663 1.03 262.44983 204.1/205.2 ECHLR 2004 May 6 80
1249078+084455........ 192.28256 8.74870 301.12396 71.61227 9.295 1.05 264.23920 44.1/53.6 ECHLR 2004 May 5 56
1318500+061112........ 199.70825 6.18672 321.43869 68.06859 9.229 1.02 271.92865 24.7/31.3 ECHLR 2004 May 6 70
1319368000817 ....... 199.90341 0.13814 318.02545 61.90507 7.741 1.22 275.23373 54.7/41.6 ECHLR 2004 May 5 63
1330472211847........ 202.69652 21.31316 315.03806 40.63177 8.310 1.01 289.06110 183.8/181.5 ECHLR 2004 May 9 41
1334532+042053........ 203.72151 4.34796 329.30008 64.97141 9.598 1.08 276.31186 17.4/23.3 ECHLR 2004 May 6 57
1411221061013........ 212.84189 6.17026 336.00510 51.49488 9.512 1.08 289.51416 4.4/6.7 ECHLR 2004 May 9 61
1450544+244357........ 222.72687 24.73260 34.60439 63.09545 9.713 1.03 281.42078 59.5/66.6 ECHLR 2004 May 6 61
1456137+151112 ........ 224.05695 15.18672 16.93899 58.66600 7.122 1.05 288.11844 37.4/33.3 SARG 2004 Mar 11 128
1512142075250 ....... 228.05925 7.88056 352.23251 41.13720 9.531 1.11 303.44876 19.7/4.3 ECHLR 2004 May 5 65
Sgr North Leading Arm—Less Certain Subsample
1111493+063915 ........ 167.95526 6.65415 249.26958 58.71890 5.387 1.15 243.01091 96.4/93.6 SARG 2004 Mar 11 367
1112480+013211 ........ 168.19978 1.53646 256.03873 55.16073 5.673 1.04 245.24609 110.8/135.4 ECHLR 2004 May 7 124
1128316031647........ 172.13158 3.27976 266.38379 53.60342 5.230 1.09 251.16019 98.1/98.6 SARG 2004 Mar 11 376
1135388022602........ 173.91154 2.43394 268.24146 55.24917 5.825 1.10 252.52528 81.3/78.4 SARG 2004 Mar 11 267
1208101090753 ....... 182.04225 9.13136 285.31238 52.25384 6.595 1.07 263.57907 84.8/85.9 SARG 2004 Mar 11 169
1223590073028 ....... 185.99593 7.50770 291.09094 54.73156 4.820 1.16 266.45792 146.1/144.3 ECHLR 2004 May 6 174
1224255061852 ....... 186.10632 6.31443 290.89117 55.92445 6.864 1.05 265.95511 64.8/64.7 SARG 2004 Mar 13 216
1227367031834 ....... 186.90295 3.30937 291.31927 59.02406 5.422 1.01 265.19498 132.0/131.8 ECHLR 2004 May 6 163
1236549002941 ....... 189.22878 0.49475 295.13962 62.15701 5.198 1.06 265.93793 137.9/137.0 ECHLR 2004 May 6 190
1348366+220101........ 207.15269 22.01685 14.56112 76.04436 5.981 1.02 270.13049 68.5/75.0 SARG 2004 Mar 11 284
1407060+063311........ 211.77515 6.55299 347.49780 62.68076 5.924 1.12 282.12589 2.5/5.1 SARG 2004 Mar 13 160
1435018+070827........ 218.75742 7.14080 358.56470 58.32960 4.856 1.11 287.82812 10.8/3.5 SARG 2004 Mar 11 390
1538472+494218........ 234.69650 49.70488 79.71546 50.95237 6.076 1.16 269.88177 129.4/132.1 ECHLR 2004 May 5 65
Sgr South Leading Arm
2031334324453 ....... 307.88907 32.74802 10.20659 34.28811 11.480 1.04 20.63735 10.3/10.7 MIKE 2005 Aug 15 61
2037196291738 ....... 309.33173 29.29385 14.63141 34.68745 7.921 1.10 22.02419 82.2/85.5 MIKE 2005 Aug 15 105
2046335283547 ....... 311.63974 28.59648 16.07145 36.47462 10.207 1.05 24.08287 148.4/181.2 MIKE 2005 Aug 15 92
2050020345336 ....... 312.50839 34.89326 8.48206 38.45911 8.098 1.02 24.35087 9.0/7.8 MIKE 2005 Aug 15 120
2105585275602 ....... 316.49393 27.93392 18.17347 40.47592 11.639 1.09 28.40276 1.0/18.4 MIKE 2005 Aug 15 59
2114412301256........ 318.67175 30.21557 15.70152 42.80332 8.882 1.07 30.01327 103.6/93.2 MIKE 2005 Aug 15 100
2130445210034 ....... 322.68533 21.00944 29.22441 44.07385 9.008 1.06 34.97513 179.4/156.1 MIKE 2005 Aug 15 102
2135183203457 ....... 323.82642 20.58247 30.25831 44.95516 9.048 1.10 36.11067 37.7/41.7 MIKE 2005 Aug 15 81
2154471224050 ....... 328.69632 22.68056 29.25014 49.89746 8.853 1.04 40.16570 2.2/3.7 MIKE 2005 Aug 15 100
2226328340408 ....... 336.63647 34.06901 11.32797 58.23137 11.555 1.03 44.12699 108.4/105.8 MIKE 2005 Aug 15 94
the Sgr orbital plane longitude (), the velocity in the Galactic
standard of rest (vGSR), and the spectrographwithwhich each target
was observed and on what date. For most stars in Table 1 we give
two velocities: The first is from the medium-resolution spec-
troscopic campaign described above (x 3.1), which has typical ve-
locity uncertainties of about 5Y15 km s1; these are the velocities
that were used in the selection of the present spectroscopic samples
and that are shown in Figure 2. The second vGSR values were de-
rived from the new echelle resolution spectra by cross-correlating
the echelle order that we use for the chemical analyses (presented
below) against that same order for several radial velocity standard
stars taken from the Astronomical Almanac. The estimated veloc-
ity errors for the echelle data are 1.6 km s1 for the MIKE spectra,
0.6 km s1 for the KPNO spectra, and 0.2 km s1 for the SARG
spectra. As may be seen, the echelle and medium-resolution ve-
locities track each other well, with a dispersion in their difference
of 7.3 km s1, which is consistent with the uncertainties in the
medium-resolution spectra. In the case of the Sgr core stars we
only have velocities derived from the new, echelle spectra. Table 1
also gives the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of each spectrum; these
were in the ranges 40Y190 for the Mayall, 110Y390 for the
TNG, and35Y120 for the MIKE data. The S/N was determined
using the total photoelectron count level at 7490 8.
4. IRON ABUNDANCE ANALYSIS
4.1. Data Reduction and Equivalent Width Measurements
To convert our two-dimensional echelle images into fully cal-
ibrated one-dimensional spectra, we used the basic echelle spectra
reduction routines in the Image Reduction and Analysis Facility
(IRAF).13 This process included overscan and bias correction,
scattered light subtraction, flattening of the spectra by division of
normalized quartz lamp exposures, extraction of the echelle or-
ders, wavelength calibration using paired exposures of either a
thorium (SARGspectra) or a thorium-argon discharge tube (KPNO
and MIKE spectra) taken at the same telescope position as each
target observation, and spectrum continuum fitting.
For the present analysis we focused on 11 unblended Fe i lines
(listed in Table 2) found in a particular part of the spectrum pre-
viously explored by Smith&Lambert (1985, 1986, 1990; hereafter
collectively S&L) in their spectroscopic exploration of M giants
(see x 4.3). We used the IRAF task splot to measure interac-
tively the equivalent widths (EWs) of these lines, which typically
spanned one echelle order.
Because three different instruments (with three different reso-
lutions; see examples of spectra from each instrument in Fig. 3)
were used to collect the spectra, the possibility that the EWsmight
suffer from significant systematic differences was investigat-
ed. In Figure 4 we compare the measured EWs of Fe i lines in
very high S/N spectra of Arcturus (the one star we have ob-
served on all three systems) taken on each the SARG, KPNO,
and MIKE spectrographs. The EWs for the three different spectro-
graphs agree reasonablywell.Only slight offsets of EW(Mayall )
EW(SARG)¼11:010:7m8and EW(MIKE)EW(SARG) ¼
4:9  3:8 m8 were found; because of the sizes of the uncer-
tainties on these offsets compared to their measured values, we
elected not to apply any corrections between spectrographs. How-
ever, if real, the level of these offsets in terms of an [Fe/H] value is
+0.09 dex and +0.04 dex, respectively, offsets about those size of
the estimated random [Fe/H] errors (see below).
The final measured EWs of the Fe i lines for each of the Sgr
spectra are given in Table 3. We also include there the EWsmea-
sured for Arcturus from spectra taken on the three different in-
struments used to make Figure 4, as well as for several standard
stars we analyze next.
TABLE 1—Continued
Star ID
(J2000.0)
(deg)
(J2000.0)
(deg)
l
(deg)
b
(deg) Ks,o (J  Ks)o

(deg)
vGSR(old/new)
(km s1) Spectrograph
Observation
UT Date S/N
NGC Group
1033045+491604........... 158.26884 49.26776 163.71259 55.44803 8.651 1.04 220.70378 148.4/135.1 ECHLR 2004 May 7 68
1041479+294917........... 160.44971 29.82131 199.78569 61.47697 8.184 1.04 228.48373 44.9/49.0 SARG 2004 Mar 12 110
1051302+004400........... 162.87578 0.73320 250.43880 50.95489 8.287 1.03 240.24094 28.0/28.6 SARG 2004 Mar 12 111
1115376+000800........... 168.90674 0.13346 258.53650 54.52830 8.248 1.04 246.51361 67.1/67.7 SARG 2004 Mar 12 115
1214190+071358........... 183.57918 7.23277 277.36386 68.24208 9.424 1.07 257.24124 283.6/293.5 ECHLR 2004 May 7 72
1257013+260046........... 194.25543 26.01271 351.46259 88.32569 9.648 1.07 257.56802 106.8/104.1 ECHLR 2004 May 7 58
1343047+221636........... 205.76953 22.27674 13.26046 77.31685 9.124 1.06 268.85614 153.1/144.1 ECHLR 2004 May 7 62
1412161+294303........... 213.06714 29.71751 45.98463 72.06431 6.748 1.04 270.46027 92.0/90.0 ECHLR 2004 May 7 68
1424425+414932........... 216.17723 41.82551 76.59016 65.93918 5.833 1.09 264.46732 75.6/73.9 ECHLR 2004 May 7 112
1429456+230043........... 217.44019 23.01201 27.89475 67.39621 9.110 1.05 278.04666 236.0/229.7 ECHLR 2004 May 7 53
1513011+222640 ........... 228.25456 22.44434 32.52866 57.63240 7.340 1.08 287.53125 226.0/226.6 ECHLR 2004 May 7 62
1536502+580017........... 234.20917 58.00484 91.53002 47.79223 8.577 1.06 258.52972 78.5/79.3 ECHLR 2004 May 6 61
1545189+291310........... 236.32875 29.21942 46.56559 51.84183 8.922 1.01 290.08469 113.8/108.0 ECHLR 2004 May 7 65
TABLE 2
Selected Iron Lines
Ion
k
(8)

(eV) gf
Fe i ................................... 7443.018 4.186 1.778E02
7447.384 4.956 9.752E02
7461.521 2.559 2.951E04
7498.530 4.143 6.457E03
7507.261 4.415 1.067E01
7511.015 4.178 1.538E+00
7531.141 4.371 4.018E01
7540.430 2.728 1.514E04
7547.910 5.100 7.129E02
7568.894 4.283 1.507E01
7583.787 3.018 1.380E02
13 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory, which
is operated by theAssociation of Universities for Research inAstronomy (AURA),
Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation.
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4.2. Determining the Effective Temperatures,
Surface Gravities, and Iron Abundances
A detailed abundance analysis from spectra requires as input
parameters the stellar effective temperature TeA, surface gravity
(usually parameterized as log g), and metallicity. The first pa-
rameter, TeA, has been determined using the dereddened 2MASS
(J  Ks) colors and the Houdashelt et al. (2000) color-temperature
calibration.14 In the following analysis, the effective temperature is
used in combination with stellar isochrones (Girardi et al. 2000;
Demarque et al. 2004, hereafterY 2 ) to constrain the stellar surface
gravity.
For a given population age and metallicity, a single isochrone
defines a nearly unique curve in a TeA -log g plane, so that a given
effective temperature defines a log g value. Red giants can either
be first ascent red giant branch (RGB) stars or asymptotic giant
branch (AGB) stars, and these two separate phases of stellar evo-
lution define slightly differentTeA-log g tracks. However, the log g
differences for a given TeA are quite small in older stellar popula-
tions. This is particularly true for red giants with M-star tempera-
tures (TeA  4000 K), where the RGB and AGB almost coincide
in the TeA-log g diagram (andwhere differences between the RGB
and AGB are measured in hundredths of a dex in log g).
In principle, then, the effective temperature in an old red giant
defines its log g. The two other primary variables that define the
TeAYlog g curve are age and metallicity. All of the potential Sgr
populations are ‘‘old,’’ which here translates to ages greater than
about 3 Gyr. For a specific metallicity, the difference between a
3 and a 10 Gyr isochrone in a TeA-log g plane is not large (about
0.1 dex in log g at TeA ¼ 3800 K). This is due to the small dif-
ference in mass between a 3 Gyr red giant (M  1:4 M) and a
10 Gyr one (M  1:0M). Once a population is older than a few
gigayears, the exact age becomes relatively unimportant in de-
fining log g. Metallicity, on the other hand, does have a significant
effect on the derived log g for a given effective temperature in an
old red giant. This effect is incorporated into the abundance anal-
ysis here via an iterative scheme matching the isochrone used to
define log g to the iron abundance then derived with that partic-
ular isochrone. Sample Fe i lines are used along with the photo-
metric TeA and an initial estimate of log g from an isochrone of a
given metallicity to derive [Fe/H]. If this value of [Fe/H] does
not match the adopted isochrone metallicity, a new isochrone is
selected and the process is repeated until there is agreement be-
tween isochrone and derived spectroscopic stellar metallicity.
The Fe i lines used to determine the iron abundance and final
isochronemetallicity (and thus the final log g) are listed in Table 2,
along with the excitation potentials and g f -values. The Fe i g f -
values in Table 2 were determined by measuring these Fe i EWs
in the solar flux atlas of Kurucz et al. (1984) and varying the
g f -values for each line in order to match the solar iron abun-
dance of A(Fe) ¼ 7:45 (Asplund et al. 2005). The analysis here
used the LTE codeMOOG (Sneden 1973) combinedwith aKurucz
ATLAS9 (1994) solar model, with TeA ¼ 5777 K, log g ¼ 4:438,
and a microturbulent velocity,  ¼ 1:0 km s1.
A comparison of the Fe i g f -values derived in this way with
those given for these same lines in the Kurucz & Bell (1995) line
list yields a difference of log g f ¼ þ0:14  0:15. This is a
small offset between these two g f -value scales, with a small dis-
persion comparable to the measured line-to-line variations found
when the program stars were analyzed.
The model atmospheres adopted in the analysis were gener-
ated by interpolation from the Kurucz (1994) grids.15 In our iter-
ative scheme, we also must assume an initial metallicity for the
model atmosphere. Both this and the isochrone used to estimate
log g are iterated until the derived iron abundance of the stars
agrees with the metallicity of the model atmosphere and the
metallicity of the adopted isochrone.
4.3. An Analysis of Nearby ‘‘Standard’’ M Giants
The abundance analysis method described in the previous sec-
tion can be tested on nearby, well-studiedM giants with physical
properties that bracket approximately those of the program Sgr
stream red giants. Included in the observed data set for this pro-
gramare three nearbyMgiants (And, Per, and Peg) that were
analyzed in a series of papers by S&L. S&L focused their studies
Fig. 3.—Sample spectra of three M giants from the three different spectro-
graphs used in this study. Three sample iron lines are identified in the figure. [See
the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
Fig. 4.—Comparison of Fe i line EWs among the Mayall, SARG, and MIKE
echelle spectra as measured in the star Arcturus. The mean offset betweenMayall
and SARG is 11:00  10:65 and 4:91  3:76 m8 between MIKE and SARG.
[See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
14 Houdashelt et al. (2000) work in the CIT near-infrared filter system, whereas
our Sgr star photometry is in the 2MASS system.We adopted the Carpenter (2001)
transformation equations to convert the 2MASS colors to the CIT system. 15 From http://kurucz.harvard.edu/grids.html.
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on a narrow spectralwindow, near 7440Y75908 for abundance de-
terminations in M, MS, and S stars. This region is quite free from
significant TiO blanketing down to temperatures of about TeA ¼
3200Y3300 K in giant stars, which allows for a straightforward
abundance analysis. Smith&Lambert exploited this fact to explore
nucleosynthesis in cool red giants on both the RGB and AGB. The
same spectral region is used in this study for the Sgr stream M
giants and the three brightMgiants thatwere analyzed by S&L are
analyzed here using the techniques described in x 4.2. Along
with  And,  Per, and  Peg standard stars we include  Tau, the
K5 III giant used by S&L as their standard star.
As a first comparison of the spectra collected here with those
from S&L, 11 Fe i lines, common to both studies, were measured
in the three M giants and the mean difference in EWs is found to
be EW(this study) EW(S&L) ¼ 6  7 m8. This small off-
set is not significant, and the scatter is about what is expected
given the overall S/N levels and spectral dispersions. Spectra
from this study and those from S&L are of comparable S/N and
resolution, and have expected EWuncertainties of about5 m8.
Differences between the two sets of measurements would then be
expected to scatter around 5 ; (2)1/2, or 7 m8— i.e., close to
what is found.
Stellar parameters were derived for  Tau,  And,  Per, and
 Peg, first using a method similar to that used by S&L, followed
by the method used here for the Sgr stream stars (x 4.2) to see
how these different methods compare in deriving TeA, log g, and
[Fe/H]. S&L used V  K colors to define TeA, while they set the
luminosity based on the Wilson (1976) calibration of the strength
of the Ca ii K-line with absolute visual magnitude (MV). Given
luminosity and effective temperature, S&L then compared these
observed values to stellar-model mass tracks to set log g via the
relation of g / (M ; L)/T 4eA.
One significant difference between this particular S&L proce-
dure and our modified use of it here concerns the estimate of the
luminosities. The S&L studies predate the availability of Hipparcos
parallaxes, which are now well measured for the four red giants
under consideration. Table 4 lists the Hipparcos parallaxes for
 Tau,  And,  Per, and  Peg, as well as the resulting distances
(and their respective uncertainties). These distances then provide
the absolute V andK magnitudes also listed in the table (with the
distance uncertainties considered). Both V and K bolometric cor-
rectionswere applied to determineMbol in Table 4,with the respec-
tive corrections differing by less than 0.05 in magnitude. Finally,
effective temperatures from both a V  K calibration (Bessell
et al. 1998) and the J  K calibration fromHoudashelt et al. (2000)
are listed in Table 4.16
Stellar luminosities for the four standard red giants are cal-
culated by adopting Mbol ¼ 4:74 for the Sun and the values of
log (L/L) versus the mean TeA (i.e., the average of the two de-
terminations in the previous paragraph) are plotted in the two
panels of Figure 5. Also plotted in this figure are stellar model
tracks from the Padua grid17 for masses of M ¼ 1:0, 1.5, and
2.0 M. The top panel shows models with near-solar metallicity
(Z ¼ 0:019), while the bottom panel has models with ½M/H ¼
0:4 (Z ¼ 0:008). This figure illustrates the effect that metallicity
has on estimates of gravity. At lowermetallicities themodel tracks
indicate a lower mass for a given measured TeA and log L. This
effect is quantified in Table 5, where TeA and log L/L are listed
along with the estimated mass and resultant log g for the two
model metallicities plotted in Figure 5.
Given the effective temperatures and model mass (and thus
log g) as a function of metallicity, the Fe i EWs are used in an
abundance analysis to achieve final agreement between derived
16 In this case, the near infrared colors for the bright stars are in the Johnson
system, and we converted to the Houdashelt et al. (2000) CIT system using the
transformation equations in Bessell & Brett (1988).
TABLE 4
Bright Red Giant Standard Stars
Star

(mas)
d
( pc) MV MK Mbol Teff (V  K ) Teff (J  K )
 Tau.......................... 50.1  1.0 20  0.4 0.74  0.05 4.41  0.05 1.82  0.07 3900 3950
 And......................... 16.4  0.8 61  3.0 1.88  0.10 5.74  0.10 3.06  0.11 3800 3850
 Per........................... 10.0  0.8 100  8.0 1.58  0.17 6.90  0.17 4.00  0.18 3500 3650
 Peg.......................... 16.4  0.7 61  2.6 1.52  0.09 6.15  0.09 3.35  0.10 3600 3750
Fig. 5.—Stellar luminosities vs. effective temperatures for the four standard
red giants are calculated by assuming Mbol ¼ 4:74 for the Sun. Also plotted in
this figure are stellar model tracks from the Padua grid for masses ofM ¼ 1:0, 1.5,
and 2.0M. The top panel shows models with near-solar metallicity (Z ¼ 0:019),
while the bottom panel has models with ½M/H 0:4 (Z ¼ 0:008). [See the elec-
tronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
17 At http://pleiadi.pd.astro.it.
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[Fe/H] and model metallicity. In the line analysis the microtur-
bulent velocity is set by the requirement that the derived Fe abun-
dance be independent of the Fe i EW for the different lines. The
derived values of log g, microturbulence (), and [Fe/H] are listed
in Table 5. These values of log g can be referred to as ‘‘Hipparcos
gravities’’ because they are set by the mass, which is derived from
the luminosity, which is derived from the distance, which is de-
rived from the Hipparcos parallaxes. This analysis is very similar
to that used by S&L, differing only in that S&L used Ca ii K-line
absolute magnitudes to establish a luminosity, while here the
Hipparcos parallaxes are used to get a distance and therefore a
luminosity.
With the basic red giant parameters now defined for the bright
giant stars via the standard Fe-abundance analysis, the new anal-
ysis technique (x 4.2) used in this paper for the candidate Sgr stream
red giants can be checked for differenceswhen also applied to these
same bright giant stars. Recall that with Sgr stream stars there is no
reliable distance estimate available to establish luminosity; rather,
the effective temperature is used in combination with the Fe abun-
dance to establish surface gravity via isochrone tracks. Moreover,
for the new analysis the TeA are derived only from J  K colors
(rather than from both J  K and V  K colors) due to the larger
effects of uncertain reddening on optical colors and also becausewe
do not have V  K colors for the Sgr stream giants. Finally, we ap-
ply several different isochrone ages as well as two separate families
of isochrones (Girardi et al. 2000 vs. Y 2) in the characterization of
the standard red giants to test the sensitivity of the new technique to
these variables. The results of the ‘‘new’’ analysis applied to the
bright giants are tabulated in Table 6.
The Table 6 results show, first, that there is rather little differ-
ence in the derived surface gravities in regard to either the adopted
set of isochrones or the variation from 1.0 to 2.5 Gyr isochrones.
We have already mentioned (x 4.2) that there is only a log g dif-
ference of 0.1 between a 3 and a 10 Gyr isochrone of the same
metallicity; the 1 and 2.5 yr isochrones used here are intended to
explore ages more appropriate to disklike giants, like our standard
stars, but we note that there is only a log g difference of 0.05 be-
tween a 2.5 and a 5 Gyr isochrone of the same metallicity. More-
over, a comparison between the Table 6 gravities and abundances
and those derived from themore standard analysis reveals no large
differences. Figure 6 provides a graphical comparison of the sur-
face gravities (top panel ) and [Fe/H] (bottom panel ) derived from
the two techniques, showing their close correlation.
This comparative analysis of the four red giants with well-es-
tablished, fundamental stellar parameters demonstrates that the
analysis technique used for the candidate Sgr Stream red giants is
sound and yields reliable stellar parameters and Fe abundances.
4.4. Final Results
Table 7 gives the results of the x 4.2 abundance analysis ap-
plied to our Sgr stars. For each star, the columns give the derived
TABLE 5
Derived Parameters for Red Giant Standard Stars
Star Teff log (L/L) M(Z = 0.019) log g(Z = 0.019) M(Z = 0.008) log g(Z = 0.008) log g (final) [Fe/H] (final)

( km s1)
 Tau............. 3925  75 2.61  0.03 1.5  0.3 1.33  0.08 0.9  0.2 1.11  0.09 1.35 +0.06  0.12 1.5
 And............ 3825  75 3.10  0.04 2.0  0.3 0.92  0.07 1.5  0.3 0.80  0.09 0.88 0.15  0.06 1.7
 Per.............. 3575  75 3.48  0.07 2.0  0.3 0.42  0.07 1.5  0.3 0.30  0.11 0.40 0.08  0.12 1.5
 Peg............. 3675  75 3.22  0.04 2.0  0.3 0.73  0.09 1.3  0.3 0.54  0.10 0.60 0.33  0.08 1.6
TABLE 6
Red Giant Standard Star Parameters from Isochrones
Star
Teff
(K )
log g
(cm s2 ) [Fe/H]

( km s1)
 Tau:
2.5 Gyr Y2 ......................... 3950 1.4 0.04 1.9
2.5 Gyr Girardi .................. 3950 1.3 0.06 1.9
1.0 Gyr Girardi .................. 3950 1.3 0.06 1.9
 And:
2.5 Gyr Y2 .......................... 3850 0.9 0.33 2.0
2.5 Gyr Girardi .................. 3850 0.9 0.33 2.0
1.0 Gyr Girardi .................. 3850 0.9 0.33 2.0
 Per:
2.5 Gyr Y2 .......................... 3650 0.8 0.04 1.3
2.5 Gyr Girardi .................. 3650 0.7 0.09 1.4
1.0 Gyr Girardi .................. 3650 0.8 0.04 1.3
 Peg:
2.5 Gry Y2 .......................... 3750 0.6 0.47 1.7
2.5 Gyr Girardi .................. 3750 0.6 0.47 1.7
1.0 Gyr Girardi .................. 3750 0.5 0.51 1.7
Fig. 6.—Graphical comparison of surface gravities (top) and [Fe/H] values
(bottom) derived from theHipparcos parallaxes and the isochronemethod for the
four bright standard stars analyzed in x 4.3. [See the electronic edition of the Jour-
nal for a color version of this figure.]
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TABLE 7
Derived Stellar Parameters for the Program Stars
Star ID
Teff
(K )
log g
(cm s2)

( km s1) [Fe/H] Standard Deviation
Sgr Core
1849222293217 .................. 3850 0.9 2.43 0.20 0.10
1853333320146 .................. 3750 0.7 2.60 0.30 0.14
1854283295740 .................. 3750 0.0(-) 3.21 0.97 0.06
1855341302055 .................. 3800 1.0 1.84 0.02 0.08
1855556293316 .................. 3700 0.5 2.36 0.27 0.07
1902135313030 .................. 3750 0.0(-) 1.04 1.04 0.11
Sgr North Leading Arm—Best Subsample
0919216+202305................... 3700 0.25 1.47 0.63 0.08
0925364+213807................... 3600 0.5 1.29 0.23 0.07
1034395+245206................... 3700 0.25 1.45 0.65 0.09
1100516+130216 ................... 3800 0.0 1.35 1.06 0.08
1101112+191311 ................... 3700 0.8 1.51 0.02 0.09
1114573215126................... 3550 0.0(-) 1.33 0.81 0.07
1116118333057................... 3650 0.0(-) 1.39 1.13 0.05
1140226192500................... 3800 0.6 1.16 0.38 0.05
1249078+084455................... 3800 0.3 1.52 0.67 0.10
1318500+061112................... 3850 0.4 1.67 0.78 0.10
1319368000817 .................. 3500 0.0(-) 1.64 0.59 0.08
1330472211847................... 3850 0.0(-) 1.75 1.10 0.08
1334532+042053................... 3700 0.25 1.49 0.62 0.06
1411221061013................... 3700 0.25 1.51 0.56 0.06
1450544+244357................... 3800 0.0 1.63 1.08 0.08
1456137+151112 ................... 3750 0.0(-) 1.71 0.98 0.08
1512142075250 .................. 3700 0.0(-) 1.26 0.97 0.08
Sgr North Leading Arm—Less Certain Subsample
1111493+063915 ................... 3600 0.0(-) 1.71 0.70 0.09
1112480+013211 ................... 3800 0.5 1.60 0.49 0.13
1128316031647................... 3700 0.9 1.64 0.04 0.05
1135388022602................... 3700 0.9 1.23 0.00 0.07
1208101090753 .................. 3750 0.0(-) 1.82 0.99 0.07
1223590073028 .................. 3600 0.0 1.50 0.72 0.08
1224255061852 .................. 3750 0.3 1.71 0.65 0.08
1227367031834 .................. 3850 0.5 1.68 0.55 0.08
1236549002941 .................. 3750 0.5 1.33 0.39 0.10
1348366+220101................... 3800 0.1 1.49 0.82 0.09
1407060+063311................... 3700 0.0(-) 1.78 0.95 0.09
1435018+070827................... 3700 0.0(-) 1.61 0.92 0.09
1538472+494218................... 3600 0.0(-) 1.52 1.06 0.08
Sgr South Leading Arm
2031334324453 .................. 3800 0.0(-) 2.67 1.32 0.11
2037196291738 .................. 3700 0.0 2.32 0.70 0.09
2046335283547 .................. 3750 0.0(-) 2.56 1.26 0.06
2050020345336 .................. 3800 0.0(-) 2.12 1.04 0.10
2105585275602 .................. 3700 0.0(-) 2.13 0.96 0.10
2114412301256................... 3750 0.0(-) 2.06 1.15 0.10
2130445210034 .................. 3750 0.0(-) 2.62 1.35 0.10
2135183203457 .................. 3700 0.0(-) 2.30 0.90 0.13
2154471224050 .................. 3800 0.1 2.14 0.91 0.06
2226328340408 .................. 3800 0.0(-) 1.93 1.34 0.09
effective temperature using the Houdashelt et al. (2000) color-
temperature relation applied to the 2MASS (J  Ks)o color and
the derived values of the surface gravity (log g), microturbulence,
and [Fe/H]. In the case of the surface gravities, any entry given as
‘‘0.0(-)’’ means that our iterative procedure was converging on a
model atmosphere with log g < 0, whereas the Kurucz (1994)
model atmosphere grids do not go below log g ¼ 0. In these cases,
we have adopted the log g ¼ 0 atmosphere.
The final column in Table 7 represents the standard deviation in
the line abundance determinations. In principle, from the adopted
model atmosphere and each EW we get a measure of the abun-
dance.With multiple EWs from different Fe i lines,MOOG calcu-
lates the standard deviation of the resulting abundances. The
typical standard deviations are about 0.1 dex. Combined with the
instrument-to-instrument offsets discussed in x 4.1 and shown in
Figure 4, as well as other potential offsets such as those shown in
Figure 6, we estimate the full [Fe/H] errors, systematic and ran-
dom combined, to be no more than 0.2 dex.
5. METALLICITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
5.1. The Sagittarius Core
Figures 7 and 8 summarize theMDFs determined for the three
groups of Sgr core/leading arm samples studied here (Fig. 7 shows
the distributions with the same absolute vertical scale; Fig. 8 shows
the distributions with the same normalized, fractional MDF scale
in each panel).
For the Sgr core, data for our six stars (Figs. 7a and 8a; open
histogram) have been combined with previous echelle data for
14K giants by Smecker-Hane&McWilliam (2002) and for 15M
giants by Monaco et al. (2005). The precision in the metallicities
quoted for each of these studies is 0.07 and 0.20 dex, respectively,
similar to our results here. The combined MDF from these data
shows the very broad distribution previously reported for Sgr (see
x 2), with a peak near ½Fe/H ¼ 0:3 but a very long, metal-weak
tail. The newMIKE spectra we collected contribute two stars near
½Fe/H ¼ 1, but the other four lie in the metal-rich end of the
distribution and include one star we determine to have solar
[Fe/H]. We consider this star to be a bona fide member of Sgr
because of its chemical peculiarities (in particular, its Ti, Y, and
TABLE 7—Continued
Star ID
Teff
(K )
log g
(cm s2)

( km s1) [Fe/H] Standard Deviation
NGC Group
1033045+491604................... 3800 0.3 1.56 0.75 0.09
1041479+294917................... 3800 0.0(-) 1.56 1.24 0.10
1051302+004400................... 3800 0.0(-) 1.65 1.38 0.06
1115376+000800................... 3800 0.0 1.56 0.96 0.10
1214190+071358................... 3750 0.0(-) 1.73 1.13 0.10
1257013+260046................... 3750 0.0(-) 1.68 0.96 0.09
1343047+221636................... 3750 0.0(-) 2.26 1.08 0.10
1412161+294303................... 3800 0.6 1.76 0.43 0.07
1424425+414932................... 3700 0.1 1.59 0.72 0.07
1429456+230043................... 3750 0.0(-) 1.88 0.97 0.11
1513011+222640 ................... 3700 0.0(-) 1.17 0.85 0.10
1536502+580017................... 3750 0.0(-) 1.53 0.84 0.10
1545189+291310................... 3850 0.1 1.52 1.00 0.09
Fig. 7.—MDF derived for stars in the (a) Sgr core (including all previous
echelle data (Smecker-Hane &McWilliam 2002; Monaco et al. 2005) with our six
newly observed stars shown in white), (b) leading arm north of the Sun, (c) leading
arm south of the Sun, and (d) the positive-velocity, NGC moving group (Fig. 1,
blue circles). [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this
figure.]
Fig. 8.—Same as Fig. 7, but with each panel scaled to the same ‘‘normalized
MDF’’ scale. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this
figure.]
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La abundances, which are like other Sgr stars of similar metallicity,
as we shall show elsewhere; M.-Y. Chou et al., in preparation).
5.2. Leading Arm North
Figures 7b and 8b present the MDF for all stars we selected to
be members of the Sgr leading arm in the northern hemisphere.
As may be seen in the figures, while the distribution of leading
armYnorth stars is broad like the MDF of the Sgr core, it is on the
whole more metal-poor than the Sgr core, with a median near
0.7 dex.
As discussed in x 3, this particular sample is the most vul-
nerable to potential contamination by Milky Way disk M giants.
However, several arguments can be made to the effect that this
contamination is probably small and that, even if there is some
contamination, it has little affect on the overall conclusions of the
present study:
1. First, we can compare the MDFs of subsamples of leading
armYnorth stars, divided into the ‘‘best’’ (generally farther) and
‘‘less certain’’ (generally closer) Sgr stream groups discussed in
x 3. Figure 9makes this comparison, and it shows that there is little
difference in the overall character of the twoMDFs. The two sub-
samples have the same median [Fe/H] and similar tails to the
metal-rich end. The difference in the mean metallicities of the two
samples,0.72 and0.64 dex, respectively, is much smaller than
the MDF dispersions (0.31 and 0.33 dex, respectively).
2. The majority of the stars in the leading armYnorth sample
are more metal-poor than the mean metallicity of the Sgr core, so
that their projected distances are even farther away from theMilky
Way disk than initially projected based on the Paper I photometric
parallaxes, which assumed a Sgr core RGB color-magnitude rela-
tion. For the ‘‘best’’ subsample, the implied minimum distances
are generally 10 kpc or more, well above the Galactic disk.
3. The median metallicity of the Galactic thick disk, the Milky
Way component most likely to contribute contaminants, is well
known to be about0.7 dex (whereas the thin diskwould contrib-
ute more metal-rich stars in general, if at all). Thus, we might ex-
pect the probability distribution of Milky Way contaminants to
look very similar to the distribution we actually see and therefore
have little impact on the true MDF.
4. As we shall show elsewhere (M.-Y. Chou et al., in prepara-
tion), the abundance patterns (e.g., the combinations of [Fe/H],
[Ti/Fe], [Y/Fe], and [La/Y]) of all but a few of the stars in the
leading armYnorth sample (and indeed in our entire survey) are
quite unlike those of Milky Way stars, but very much resemble
the patterns seen in dSph stars, including Sgr (Bonifacio et al. 2000;
Fulbright 2002; Smecker-Hane&McWilliam 2002; Shetrone et al.
2003; Venn et al. 2004; Geisler et al. 2005; Monaco et al. 2005).
5. The leading arm stars were preselected to be in the Sgr
stream and to follow the expected velocity trends for Sgr debris.
No evidence for other M giant tidal debris from any other satel-
lite is found to intersect the Sgr stream.18 Because the bulk of the
halo M giants is found to be contributed from the Sgr system and
we are probing the general orbital plane of the Sgr system, for the
most part well away from the Galactic disk, it is logical to con-
clude that our leading arm samples (both north and south) are in-
deed dominated by members from the Sgr dSph.
Thus, we expect the relative contamination of our leading
armYnorth sample by Milky Way stars to be small. While at this
point it is true that we cannot be assured that every star in any of
samples, or any one particular star within them, is definitely a
member of the Sgr stream, a few contaminants will have little ef-
fect on the general conclusions of this paper, which are based on
mean trends in the Sgr MDF. In this regard, it is sufficient that
most of the stars are Sgr stream members and to recognize that
the leading armYnorth MDF differs significantly from that of the
Sgr core.
5.3. Leading Arm South
The leading armYsouth sample (Figs. 7c and 8c) shows an
even more metal-poor MDF than either the Sgr core or the
leading armYnorth samples. With regard to contamination by the
MilkyWay disk, things are evenmore secure for this sample than
for the leading armYnorth: not only are these stars even farther
away from the disk according to the original projected distances
from Paper I (and even more so if their projected distances are
corrected for their newly discovered low metallicity), but they
have anMDF evenmore unlike theMilkyWay disk. Themedian
metallicity of around1.1 dex, the lack of stars more metal-rich
than ½Fe/H ¼ 0:7, the relatively small [Fe/H] dispersion in
this sample, and the unusual chemical abundance patterns found
in these stars (M. Y. Chou et al., in preparation) all argue against
the notion of significant contamination of this group of stars by
the thick disk.
5.4. Evolution in the Sagittarius MDF
Comparison of the Sgr core MDF with those at the two points
in its leading arm we explored here (Figs. 7b and 8b; and 7c
and 8c) reveals substantial evolution in the Sgr MDF with po-
sition. While all three points of the Sgr system sampled contain
stars from a metal-poor population with ½Fe/H < 1, the rela-
tive proportion of these stars increases with separation from the
Sgr core. The latter shows a dominant metal-rich population
peaked at ½Fe/H 0:3,whereas themedianmetallicity declines
from 0.4 dex in the core to 0.7 dex in the leading arm
north of the Sun and1.1 dex south of the Sun, which repre-
sents debris lost from the Sgr core some 3.5 orbits (2.5Y3 Gyr)
ago (Paper IV).
While the Figures 7c and 8c MDF has only one star with
½Fe/H > 0:95, because we are color-selecting M giants, our
Fig. 9.—MDF comparison of subsamples of leading armYnorth stars, divided
into the best (generally farther) and less certain (generally closer) Sgr stream groups.
[See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
18 While theMonoceros stream does also containM giant stars (Rocha-Pinto
et al. 2003; Crane et al. 2003), these lie outside of the Galactic disk along the Ga-
lactic plane and not near the samples we have selected here. We show in x 6 that
the NGC moving group M giants are also likely to be from Sgr.
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samples tend to be biased against findingmetal-poor giants (which
are bluer and earlier in spectral type). Thus, the significant0.7 dex
median metallicity gradient shown in Figures 7 and 8 may ac-
tually underestimate the true gradient of what already appears to
be a substantial MDF variation along the Sgr stream.19 We ad-
dress the implications of this gradient in x 7.
6. EVIDENCE FOR THE SAGITTARIUS TRAILING
ARM IN THE NORTH
In the course of our ongoing, medium-resolution radial veloc-
ity survey of Sgr M giants (e.g., Majewski et al. 2004) we iden-
tified a subsample of M giants lying among leading arm stars at
the NGC, but having the opposite velocity of that expected for
falling leading arm debris there (see vGSR > 0 [black points] near
 ¼ 260 in Fig. 12 of Paper IV). Because of their apparent
proximity to the Sun (Figs. 1 and 2, filled blue points), the origin
of these stars has been puzzling. Thirteen of these peculiar ve-
locity M giants with median  ¼ 265 were targeted with the
Mayall 4 m and TNG SARG echelle spectrographs on the same
observing runs and observed with the same approximate S/N as
the NGC leading arm stars (x 3).
The relatively lowmetallicities of these vGSR > 0 stars (Figs. 7d
and 8d ) indicates that the initial Paper I photometric distances for
these stars (based on an assumed ½Fe/H 0:4; Fig. 1) were
underestimated by a mean factor of 1.5, based on the color-
magnitude sequences presented in Ivanov & Borissova (2002).
Adjusting the distances for correct metallicities—minding the
vGSR of these stars and recognizing that the models were not well
constrained for old debris—we find reasonable consistency of
these stars with the Sgr trailing arm toward the NGC (see Fig. 12
of Paper IV).
Detailed abundance analysis supports this conclusion. The
MDF of these positive vGSR stars (Figs. 7d and 8d) fits the gen-
eral trend with Sgr mass loss epoch established by the leading
arm data (Figs. 7aY7c and 8aY8c). Asmay be seen by comparing
the mass-loss epoch sequences of the leading and trailing arms in
the Paper IV (Fig. 1, colored point) model, stars in our leading
armYsouth sample and in the NGC sample, if they are indeed old
trailing arm debris, were torn from Sgr at approximately the
same time. Thus, it is compelling that the MDFs in Figures 7c
and 8c and 7d and 8d look very similar to one another. In addi-
tion, this NGC moving group is found to have similarly peculiar
Ti, Y, and La abundance trends as stars in the Sgr leading arm
(M.-Y. Chou et al., in preparation), further supporting the idea of
a common origin with these latter stars.
If trailing arm stars are found toward the NGC it will estab-
lish with certainty that the Sgr debris tracks at least 3 orbits (2.5Y
2.75 Gyr) of mass loss (Paper IV); because of much stronger
phase mixing of debris in the leading arm, this fact is not well es-
tablished by the apparent length of the Sgr leading arm (although
previous evidence that it may exist has been offered by Martı´nez-
Delgado et al. 2004). Moreover, including the MDF in Figures 7d
and 8d in the overall sequence shown in Figures 7aY7c and 8aY8c
lends further support to the overall notion that there is a significant
MDF variation along the Sgr stream.
7. DISCUSSION
Because Sgr is reputed to have enriched to near solar metal-
licity by at least a few gigayears ago (Lanfranchi & Matteucci
2004; Bellazzini et al. 2006a; Siegel et al. 2007), the observed
MDF variation over the past 3.5 orbits (2.5Y3 Gyr) of mass loss
cannot be due to an intrinsic variation of the instantaneous mean
metallicity of the Sgr system with time. Rather, it must point to
the shedding of successive layers within the satellite over which
theremust have been an intrinsicMDF gradient (see alsoMartı´nez-
Delgado et al. 2004). However, the >0.7 dex median metallicity
variation in the debris lost over a 2.5Y3 Gyr timescale is quite large
and suggests the loss of stars over a significant radius in the system.
For comparison, the strongest [Fe/H] gradient observed in the
Sculptor dSph is about 0.5 dex over about 0:2 (275 pc), which
is about 15% the apparent Sculptor tidal radius; however, this same
0.5 dex change also represents the entire variation seen across the
75% of the Sculptor tidal radius studied in detail so far (Tolstoy
et al. 2004). Sculptor seems to have among the strongest net in-
ternal metallicity gradients among Milky Way dSphs (although
someM31 dSphsmay have larger gradients; Harbeck et al. 2001);
for comparison, the now well-studied Carina dSph exhibits only a
0.2 dex gradient from its core to its tidal radius (Koch et al.
2006). Moreover, no large metallicity gradient seems to exist
within the main body of Sgr now: Alard (2001) identified only a
0.2 dex variation in meanmetallicity from the Sgr core to 7:5
down the major axis. While the position of the current tidal ra-
dius in Sgr is still uncertain, Paper I argues that it is likely to be
only3Y 4 (or Sgrwould be toomassive to produce its observed
dynamically cold tails); thus, the Alard observation likely pertains
to the beginning of the metallicity gradient within the debris tail.
Therefore, wemust conclude either (1) the destruction of Sgr over
the past several gigayears has been fine-tuned to mass shedding
from a narrow progenitor radial range over which there was an
extraordinarily strong [Fe/H] gradient for a dSph, or (2), more
likely, Sgr experienced a quite rapid change in its binding energy
over the past several gigayears, which has decreased the tidal
boundary of the satellite across a broader radial range over which
there would have still been a large net metallicity variation but a
shallower andmore typical gradient.20 Such a catastrophic change
of state happening so relatively recently (one-fifth the Hubble
time) points to a dramatic event affecting Sgr’s life several giga-
years ago, perhaps a transition to its current, destructive orbit.
Figures 7 and 8 not only provide the first direct evidence that
the satellites of todaymay notwell-represent the stars they lost to
the halo, but also show that this effect can be considerable. If
tidal mass loss is typical among other dSph systems, as seems to
be the case (e.g., Mun˜oz et al. 2006, 2007; Sohn et al. 2007), it
might explain such puzzles as: (1) why the detailed chemical
abundances (e.g., [/Fe] vs. [Fe/H]) of satellites today appear to
differ from those observed in the halo field to which they should
contribute (e.g., Font et al. 2006); (2) why a system like the Carina
dSph, which exhibits clear signs of tidal disruption, presently
holds a much larger fraction of intermediate-age than old stars to-
day (Majewski et al. 2000, 2002); and (3) why there remains a
G dwarf problem in dSph systems (e.g., Koch et al. 2006; Helmi
et al. 2006). Such mass-loss shaping of the MDF prompts caution
in attempting to interpret the chemical evolution and star forma-
tion history of a dSph based on stars left in its core (e.g., Tolstoy
et al. 2003; Lanfranchi & Matteucci 2004).
19 A possible selection effect that would bias the survey in the opposite di-
rectionmight arise from the fact that metal-poor giants tend to be brighter at a given
color, and therefore possibly more likely to be observed.We believe that this is less
likely to be affecting our results based on the fact that there are no significant dif-
ferences between the MDFs of the two subsamples of leading arm north stars di-
vided primarily into two, large apparent magnitude bins (4:8PKs;o P 7:5 and
7:5P Ks;o P 9:7) shown in Fig. 9.
20 Support for significant Sgrmass loss over its past3 orbits is that about half of
the Sgr M giants in the corresponding tails lie 30 beyond the Sgr center (Paper I ).
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To demonstrate this point, we approximate the total MDF of
the Sgr core several gigayears (3.5 orbits) ago using two meth-
ods to account for stars now in the tidal streams produced over
that time. In the first method (Fig. 10, blue lines) the normal-
ized MDFs in Figures 8aY8c represent their respective median
Galactocentric orbital longitudes, and each leading arm star (as
identified in Fig. 11 of Paper I) is assigned a longitude-interpo-
lated version of these different MDFs. Regions obscured by the
Galactic plane or overlapping trailing arm are ‘‘filled in’’ by re-
flecting the numbers of stars in the corresponding part of the trail-
ing arm as seen from theGalactic center (in the case of the first 50

of leading arm) or by extrapolating the observed stream density
(for the farthest 175Y300 of leading arm; i.e., the part starting in
the solar neighborhood). In the second method (Fig. 10, red lines)
we use the Sgr disruption model for an oblate Milky Way halo
from Figure 1 of Paper IV and assign the normalized MDFs in
Figures 8a, 8b, and 8c to leading armmodel stars lost on the last
0.5 orbit (i.e., since the last apogalacticon; Fig. 1 of Paper IV,
yellow-colored debris), 1.5Y2.5 orbits ago (cyan-colored debris),
and 2.5Y3.5 orbits ago (green-colored debris), respectively, while
for debris lost 0.5Y1.5 orbits ago (magenta-colored debris) we use
the average of Figures 8a and 8b. The model provides the relative
numbers of stars in each Sgr population ( bound and unbound).
Both ‘‘Sgr-progenitor’’ MDFs generated are relatively flat, exhibit-
ing a much higher representation of metal-poor stars than presently
in the Sgr core. These regeneratedMDFs are, of course, necessarily
schematic, because (1) the [Fe/H] spread of the net MDFs is ob-
viously limited by the inputMDFs, (2) anM giant-based survey
is biased against finding metal-poor stars, and (3) Sgr stars with
½Fe/H  2 have already been reported (see x 1; ironically, the
most metal-poor stars shown in Fig. 7 are contributed by the input
MDF of the Sgr core, which includes bluer giants as well as a larger
overall sample of stars and thus allows a higher chance of drawing
stars from a low-probability, metal-poor wing in the distribution).
But Figure 10 illustrates how critically the observedMDFs of satel-
lite galaxies may depend on their mass loss/tidal stripping history.
We have discussed integratedMDFs as a function of position
in the Sgr system, but it is likely that, like other dwarf galaxies,
Sgr has had a variable star formation history including possible
‘‘bursts’’ (Layden & Sarajedini 2000; Siegel et al. 2007) and that
these produced populations with different, but overlapping, radial
density profiles in the progenitor satellite. TheMDF gradients de-
scribed here may relate more to differences in the relative pro-
portion of distinct populations than a smooth variation in mean
metallicity from a more continuous star formation history. ‘‘Dis-
tinct’’ Sgr populations are suggested by the multiple peaks and
general character of the Figure 7 MDFs (and even more strongly
by stream position variations of the abundances of other elements,
like lanthanum;M.-Y. Chou et al., in preparation). Earlier sugges-
tions of multiple Sgr populations include Alard (2001), Dohm-
Palmer et al. (2001), Smecker-Hane & McWilliam (2002),
Bonifacio et al. (2004), and Monaco et al. (2005). Greater res-
olution of the initial Sgr stellar populations, their former radial
distributions, and the Sgr enrichment history will come from
further scrutiny of its tidal debris, particularly along the trailing
arm. As shown in Figure 1 of Paper IV, leading arm stars lost on
different orbits (i.e., shed from different radial ‘‘layers’’) signifi-
cantly overlap in orbital phase position; this ‘‘fuzzes out’’ the time
(i.e., initial satellite radius) resolution. In contrast, the dynamics of
the longer trailing arm yields much better energy sorting of the
debris, and stars stripped at specific epochs can be more cleanly
isolated. In addition, study of the trailing armwill allowmuch bet-
ter separation of the Sgr debris from potential Milky WayYdisk
M giant contamination.
The abundance gradients found here imply that the estimated
photometric distances for manyM giant stars along the Sgr tidal
arms have been systematically underestimated in Paper I, where
photometric parallaxes were derived using the color-magnitude
relation of the Sgr core. The best-fitting Sgr destruction models
of Paper IV should now be refined to account for this variation
(as well as an updated distance for the Sgr core itself; e.g., Siegel
et al. 2007). Proper spectroscopic parallax distances will neces-
sarily require assessment of both [Fe/H] and [/Fe] to determine
absolute magnitudes. We undertake this task elsewhere.
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